[Quality of sleep and periodic breathing in healthy individuals working at an altitude of 3700 meters].
We performed full polysomnography (PSG) in 7 healthy miners of Kyrghyz origin (mean age 25 +/- 6 years) working in 2 weeks shifts at Kumtor gold mines at the elevation of 4200 m. They slept in comfortable dormitories situated at 3700 m. To avoid acute mountain sickness all subjects received acetazolamide 3 x 0.25 daily during 2 days preceding ascent and during 2 days at altitude: PSG was performed three times: at 760 m (1) and on the 1st (2) and 7th night (3) after rapid ascent (aircraft) to high altitude using SomnoTrac 4250 sleep laboratory. We found that sleep efficiency was good at lowland and in the mountains averaging 81.79% and 84% respectively. Although there were no significant differences in percentage of sleep stages and of total sleep time between lowland and both nights at high altitude, arousals and awakenings were more frequent in the mountains. Episodes of periodic breathing (PB) appeared at high altitude. There was a large individual variability in PB on both nights at altitude. The time spent in PB ranged from 4 to 30 minutes during the first night at altitude and from 3 to 17 minutes during the second one. PB appeared mainly during non-REM sleep and aggravated arterial blood desaturation.